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POST-GREECE 
 

Private Lesley Albert (Jack) Pearce, Royal Army Veterinary Corps 
 

Jack was registered as PoW No 2067 at Stalag XVIIIA and spent time in working parties at Arbeits 
Kommandos 10487/GW at Villach and 11006/GW at Zedlach.  The following Camp details are taken from 
Ian Brown’s Stalag 18A website. 

Work Camp  10487 GW 
 

Location: Villach 
Type of work: Corporation work 
Man of Confidence: Spr W. Broughton, POW 5085 (Sept. 1942); E.V. Holman, POW 5762 
(May 1943) 
Number of Men: 24 (1942); 22 (1943) 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

William Broughton Spr   5085   

Harris Helliwell Dvr RASC 2990 MOC Sept 1943; wounded at Villach? 

E.V. Holman Gnr RA 5762 could be 5162; MOC May 1943 

John Wilfrid Leonard Pte DLI 586 Blyth, Northumberland 

Albert Edward Payne Gnr RA 5158   

Lesley Albert (Jack) Pearce Pte RAVC 2067 Berks; also 11006/GW 

Steve Pitchford Spr RE 5144   

Thomas William Rolph Gnr RA ?063 possible; died 2.5.44 

John Roy Shergold Sgmn R Sigs 117 Poole, Dorset 

 

   
 

       

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc11006gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/shergold/johnshergold.jpg
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(Photographs kindly sent by Val Shergold, daughter of Sgmn Roy Shergold, and David Payne, son of 
Albert Payne. If you have any further information about this camp, please contact David Payne.) 

mailto:davpay@ntlworld.com?subject=10487/GW
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International Red Cross Inspection Reports 
Dates of visit: 12 September 1942 & 21 May 1943 
 
General Description 
This camp is installed in a pleasant brick building owned by the Villach Town Corporation. It is situated 
just outside the town. There is a small but well-kept lawn in front of the house where prisoners do their 
sunbathing or generally spend their free time. The work consists of stone-breaking, roadwork, street-
cleaning, etc. Work is 8 hours daily with the usual pay of 70 pfg. a day. 
 
Interior arrangement 
There are two sleeping rooms, one of them holding 15 and the other 7 men. Heating and lighting are 
satisfactory. Also enough tables and benches. Each man has 3 blankets, some even 4. They sleep in iron 
beds of the double tier type. A smaller room is used as a store room for the Red Cross parcels and other 
stuff belonging to the prisoners. 
 
Bathing and washing facilities 
1942: A washroom with 8 spigots and as many basins is quite adequate. Also a boiler for hot water. Cold 
showers are to be had daily but no hot showers. The accompanying officer promised to take this matter 
up with the City authorities so that the men shall be able to get at least one hot shower a week. 
1943: Cold showers are available and the arrangements for washing in general are adequate but the Man 
of Confidence pointed out that the fuel question for heating water was rather serious. The control officer 
for this area, being present, told the Delegate of the Protecting Power that a new attribution of firewood 
had taken place the same day and so this point was straightened out. 
 
Toilet facilities 
Adequate. 
 
Food and Cooking 
1942: The food as a whole is sufficient and well-cooked. Each man gets Heavy Worker rations. There was 
some trouble at the present time concerning the quantity of food. Through a mistake made by the German 
Camp Commander, the men received for a month too high rations. When this came out, orders were 
given that this amount had to be saved in again. For a few weeks therefore, the prisoners, as well as the 
German soldiers will get about 20% less that they are entitled to. This is unfortunate but no 
representations will be made as the saving time is almost past.  
1943:The prisoners have their meals at an old-age pensioners home belonging to the town of Villach. 
They describe the food as being well-cooked. As to the cooking of private food in the camp, it is adequate. 
 
Medical attention and sickness 
1942: The health among the prisoners is quite good. One man is in the City Hospital to be operated, as he 
still has some shell splinters in one of the legs. Another man is suffering from an ulcer of the stomach. As 
he does not want to return to Stalag he can stay here. He is not working but stays in the barrack and 
keeps everything in order. He receives from Stalag invalid comfort parcels. 
1943:There is no recognised sanitator in this camp, one of the men acting as such. If medical attention is 
needed the man are looked after by the staff-surgeon of one of the military units stationed at Villach. 
There are adequate supplies of medicaments. 
 
Clothing 
In order. Every prisoner has two pairs of trousers, while not all of them as yet possess two tunics. 
 
Laundry 
The laundry is done by a civilian woman. 
 
Money and Pay 
In order. 
 
Canteen 
There is no canteen in the camp; the Kommandofuehrer goes out for errands. Beer is on sale. 
 
Religious activity 
1942: No religious services were held so far, but it was promised by the accompanying officer that the 
Catholic prisoners would be taken to a Mass in town occasionally. He also agreed to send a Padre here 
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for the non-Catholic men.  
 
1943: A visit by the padre from Stalag XVIII A/Z will be arranged shortly. 
 
Recreation and exercise 
1942: It was asked to send some games here such as Cards, Chess, Dartboard and, if possible, a 
football, as a football field is available. 
1943: There is no sports-ground within the compound of the camp but there is a small field near the Gail 
river. The prisoners also ask for permission to go swimming. This was granted. 
 
Mail 
No complaint. 
 
Welfare work 
In order. 
 
Complaints 
1942: There was only one complaint which concerns disciplinary punishments. It seems that the foreman 
likes too much to show his power over the prisoners by recommending them to the Guard Captain for 
punishments. This matter was taken care of by the accompanying officer, but will also be discussed with 
the Commander of Stalag XVIIIA. 
1943:None. 
 
General impression 
Good camp. 

 

Work Camp  11006 GW 
 

Location: Zedlach 
Type of work: Road construction 
Man of Confidence: Spr George Scott, 2642 
Number of Men: 39 (31 English, 8 Australian, 3 New Zealand) 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

John Anderson         

John Dennis Berry Gnr NZ Arty 3060 New Zealand; repat'd 1943 

Ron Beswick MSM RASC 8944   

J.E. Box L/Sgt RA 39913   

J. Boxall Sgt RA 9021   

Alf Brookes Sgt RA 39378   

Fred S.J. Carne Spr RE 2137 Cornwall, UK; capt'd Kalamata 

Norman E. (Bob) Cherry L/Cpl RAC 39149   

E. ('Moosh') Clayton Sgt RAC 39407   

Fred D. Collender Gnr   9352 South Africa 

Fred J. Darts L/Sgt B&H 7733   

James Deadman Sgt RASC 8907   

Reginald R. Dexter Gnr RA 9076 King's Lynn, Norfolk 

Victor Edwards Sgt RAC 39253   

E.J. Faulkner Pte 2/13 Inf. Bn. 7426 Brisbane, Australia 

Kenneth R.J. French CSM KRRC 8995   

Edward A.C. Gibbons Sgt RA 8984   

Fred Godsmark         

Joseph Campion Groves L/Sgt Green How. 39292   
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Fred Guyon Sgt RASC 39324 Transf'd to Stalag 7B 

Leslie ('Doc') Higgins Sgt RA 8955   

M.W. (William) Higgins L/Sgt RE 39298   

Herbert K. Hogg Sgt CG 39005   

Syd James Sgt CG 39274   

William J. Jarmain CSM Rifle Bde. 9040   

Thomas M. Lacey Bdr RA 39150   

Reg Lane Sgt RA 8909   

E. ('Paddy') Leece Sgt RAC 39293   

G.A. (Arnold) Lodge Spr   9317 South Africa 

A. Love         

G.H. McCabe Sgt RAC 39915 Transf'd to Stalag 18C 

John Patrick McCosker L/Bdr 1 A/Tk. Rg. 1495 Queensland, Australia; capt'd Vevi (Greece) 

Ron Mackenzie       Australia 

George ('Chesty') Marris Sgt RA 39326   

Walter Money Sgt RASC 9334   

Vernon L. Morgan Cpl Welch 39237   

Edward H. Morton Sgt Ches. 39405   

George W.H. Newman Sgt OBLI 39375 transf'd to Stalag 7A 

Jack William P. Newton Sgt R Sussex 9381   

Harold Norbury CSM RASC 8851   

Douglas H. Payne Sgt RAC 8914   

Lesley Albert (Jack) Pearce Pte RAVC 2067 Berks; also 10487/GW 

Fred G. Poynter         

Ron F. Robinson Bdr RA 9224   

George Scott Spr RE 2642 MOC 

Stanley Shann Sgt RA 8954   

A.Y. ('Terry') Smith Sgt R. Sussex 9339   

Norman Taylor         

John R. Wallace Sgt RAC 39639   

George Wilton Sgt Rifle Bde. 9198   

S.C. (Cliff) Young Cpl Welch 39374   

   

Names and photographs kindly supplied by Mike McCosker, son of L/Bdr John McCosker, and 

Gary Pearce, son of Jack Pearce. 

(See also Fred Carne’s Archive folder) 

   

        Christmas 1942     11006/GW Work Party 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc10487gw.html
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            Fred Carne             Group inc. Carne, McCosker, Berry         McCosker & Mackenzie 
 

   
 

No titles 
 

   
 

         Group inc. McCosker & Faulkner    
 

      
 

1942 (definitely looks like Summer!)   Winter sports (year unknown) 
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International Red Cross Inspection Reports 
Date of visit: 20 May 1943 
 
General Description 
This camp is situated on a mountain slope over the Isel valley in the Eastern Tyrol (about 1400 metres 
above sea level). The view from the camp over the valley is magnificent, the climate is very healthy. The 
prisoners of war have an entire chalet to themselves and therefore plenty of room. They also have their 
own garden where vegetables and flowers are grown and one of the prisoners even owns a number of 
rabbits. 
 
Interior arrangement 
Heating and lighting arrangements are good but the prisoners of war would welcome a spare supply of 
electric bulbs as they are now using their last ones. The delegate of the Protecting Power will ask the 
Chief Man of Confidence at Wolfsberg to see to this. 
 
Bathing and washing facilities 
There is a wash-room with a boiler. 
 
Toilet facilities 
These are adequate, but at present there is no lime to hand. However, a supply has already been 
ordered. 
 
Food and Cooking 
The food was stated to be good. There is a large stove for private cooking and as the prisoners of war 
cultivate their own garden there should be no lack of fresh vegetables. 
 
Medical attention and sickness 
There is a sick parade every evening. If need arises Dr. Schwieger comes up from Matrei, otherwise the 
prisoners of war go down to see him at the village. He is said to be very efficient. There is no 
acknowledged sanitator at this camp, but one of the prisoners of war gives first aid (he is a member of the 
Order of Saint John's). He asks for a supply of iodine as well as T.C.P. or some other disinfectant. This 
wish will be transmitted to the Red Cross by the Protecting Power. The prisoners state that up to now 
there have been no serious cases of illness but should there be any in the future the almost complete 
absence of any means of transport to the next town is causing anxiety. However, the Accompanying 
Officer explained that this applies to the civil population as well and is, of course, a disadvantage common 
to all mountain regions. 
As far as dental treatment is concerned the prisoners of war had no complaint except that so far they had 
to pay their own bills. The Accompanying Officer promised to look into the matter. The dentist at the 
village was said to be doing excellent work. 
 
Clothing 
The prisoners of war have already sent an application to Wolfsberg for a second uniform as at present 
they have only one. They also need boots, especially sizes 5, 6, 7, 8. This wish will be transmitted to the 
Chief Man of Confidence at Wolfsberg by the Delegate of the Protecting Power. 
 
Laundry 
Laundry used to be sent out for washing, mending and ironing but this has been stopped some time ago. 
One of the men, a professional, is now allowed three days off weekly for washing and ironing. This 
arrangement suits the prisoners of war, but as their comrade is unable to mend, they would like the 
woman, who previously did this job, to take it on again. The Accompanying Officer promised to find out 
why she had stopped and whether through the respective unit (Kompanie) this arrangement could  
continue. 
 
Money and Pay 
There is no complaint. The prisoners of war are paid weekly (70 Rpfg. a day). The Delegate informed the 
prisoners of war that they can deposit their earnings with the Pay Master at Stalag XVIIIA, as they are not 
allowed to keep more than RM 30 in their possession. 
 
Canteen 
There is no canteen but the prisoners of war are able to buy beer. They are asking for toilet paper and 
razor blades and were told to write to Stalag XVIIIA for these. 
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Religious activity 
So far they have had no visit yet but as soon as the new arrangements at Stalag XVIIIA/Z are completed 
no doubt a padre will shortly visit the camp. 
 
Recreation and exercise 
The prisoners of war state that they get plenty of exercise. Till spring they were able to play football on a 
nearby field; during winter they enjoyed all kinds of winter sports. Usually they are taken for walks on 
Sunday afternoons. 
 
Mail 
Mail is being sent up from the village every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. The English mail is fairly 
regular now, but the Australian and New Zealand mail leaves much to be desired. 
 
Welfare work 
Nothing to report. 
 
Complaints 
The only serious complaint concerned the non-arrival of civilian parcels addressed to various prisoners of 
war who received the respective dispatch notices from Stalag XVIIIA but no parcels. The Accompanying 
Officer will personally investigate this matter. 
 
General impression 
This is a very good camp. The prisoners of war state that they are very happy here and that their state of 
health and mind is excellent. 
 
(Archivist’s Note:  One hopes that Jack was included in the last statement – such praise is praise indeed!) 
 
Addendum 
 
Just discovered on Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website – location unknown.  They are titled simply “Jack 
Pearce groups”. 

   
 

           


